SERVICES

Facial Rejuvenation
Beautiful, Full Lips
Selphyl™ Treatment
Phototherapy
Treatments for Unwanted Brown Spots, Facial Wrinkles, Veins and Redness, and Smokers’ Lip Lines
Gorgeous Eyelashes
Cellulite Treatment
Hand / Neck Rejuvenation
Jowl Treatment

Treatments for Tummy Pouches, Love Handles and Saddlebags

General Dermatology
Laser Hair Removal
Laser Surgery
“Liquid Facelift”
Scar Revision
Acne / Acne Scars
Psoriasis
Vitiligo
CoolSculpting®


DESCRIBE YOUR SKIN CARE PHILOSOPHY.

Less is more. I like to do lots of little things to create very dramatic and satisfying results—I tend not to emphasize any one particular treatment. I like to carefully listen to my patients and find out what bothers them. I then create a program that blends several techniques to give them the results they desire. As a clinical professor of dermatology, I teach to strengthen my specialty and keep my skills sharp to provide the highest quality of care I can for my patients.

WHY DO YOU COMBINE MODALITIES?

To achieve dramatic results, it is not really about using only one procedure or product. I like to blend lots of different treatments and products in order to achieve patients’ desired results.

WHAT IS YOUR MAIN GOAL FOR YOUR PATIENTS ON A SKIN-CARE PROGRAM?

My goal is to provide the highest-quality skin care in a gentle, natural manner so patients look confident and refreshed. I don’t want my patients to look different than their age, just great for their age.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS AND QUALITY MATTERS

Some of Dr. Crutchfield’s top honors include “Top Doctor” (Minneapolis/St. Paul), “Top Doctor for Women” (Minnesota Monthly), “America’s 10 Leading Dermatologists” (Black Enterprise), “America’s Top Doctors” (Castle Connolly Guide), “America’s Top Dermatologists” (Consumers’ Research Council of America) and “The Best Doctors in America 2012-2013” (Best Doctors). In addition, he was recently recognized by NBC News’ TheGrio.com as one of the “Top 100 Newsmakers Making History in the United States” and is a founding member of Doctors For The Practice of Safe And Ethical Aesthetic Medicine (safeandethicaldoctors.org), a nonprofit organization.

To learn more about the practice visit crutchfielddermatology.com